
27/07/2020 H. W. Class 6 English language Chapter  pronouns 

 

Que1: Define personal pronouns . 

Que 2 : Identify kinds of pronouns in the following sentences. 

a) Radha and Krishna love each other. 

b) Each of the boys is laborious. 

c) Anybody can do this. 

d) Take any pen that you like. 

e) Which of the pens do you want? 

 

Que 3: Define Emphatic pronoun. 

 

Answers. 

 

1: Pronouns which are used in place of names of persons or things are called personal pronouns. 

2: a(Reciprocal) b: ( Distributive) c: (Indefinite) d: ( Relative) e: (Interrogative) 

3: Emphatic pronouns are pronouns used for the sake of emphasis on nouns or pronouns. 

 

Date- 27/7/20 

Maths assignment for class 6. 

1.Do exercise 4.2 in your Maths fair copy. 

2.Write the all points  related to geometry in your Maths paractice copy from the page no.79 and 80. 
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 QUESTION/ANSWERS:- 

 

4.What is a manuscript? Mention two materials  on which manuscript  were written  in Ancient  India? 

 

Ans:- Handwritten  records  of past,in the form of book , are known  as manuscripts. Manuscripts  were written on dried  sheep and 

goat skin (parchment) ,and the bark of birch trees.  

 

 

5. What is a literary  source? Write  its classification. 

Ans:- All written  records  of past are literary  sources.  

Literary  sources are of two types :-  

(a) Religious  literature:- Writings  on religious  themes  are called religious  literature. Like, The  Veda, Ramayana, Tripitikas etc. 

(b) Secular  literature :- Writings  that is not connected  with any religion  is called secular  literature.  It includes  biographies,  

account  of foreign  travellers , books on politics  and science. 

 

Date 27/07/20 

Class 6th science 

 

Lesson 5 "kinds of materials" 

 

Read lesson 5 "kinds of materials" thoroughly.Understand all keyterms/topics and frame any 10 questions.question should be start 

from how  and why.write questions in a rough or homework copy. 
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Dete - 27/7/20 

Computer- chapter 3 

Complete the fill in the blank & true false in your fair copy 


